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Abstract: There is a growing interest in the Lean Thinking (LT) principles due to the high levels of waste in construction. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is as an important tool for a systematic implementation of the LT. Few studies have addressed the application of VSM for improvements related to the execution of structural masonry, therefore this article presents an exploratory case study that aims to propose improvements for this process. Data was collected in a residential project, where the execution of structural masonry is the activity of greatest impact in the budget and schedule. From field observations, interviews and analysis of administrative documentation, the VSM of the current state was elaborated and analyzed through the LT. Improvements in the future VSM focused mainly in the elimination of transport and excess (inventory) wastes. A reduction of 45.5% in cycle time and an increase in Value Aggregation Time (VAT) from 32.45 to 60.55% is estimated. The VSM provided a systemic view of the value chain of the process, facilitating the identification of wastes, their origin and the proposition of improvements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For a long time, Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry has dealt with problems related to its low performance in production management, closely linked to the high number of wastes, as a consequence of the application of managerial methods oriented only by conversion activities (Koskela, 1992). There is thereby a growing interest of the academy and industry in the principles and tools of Lean Thinking (LT), referred to as an antidote to waste (Womack and Jones, 1996).

It is important to highlight that LT improvements in AEC industry must be preceded by a change in the way of thinking of those involved in the industry, rather than only applying isolated tools to solve specific problems (Koskela, 1992). In this context, VSM is a way for a systematic implementation of the LT principles, as it drives the improvements throughout the process flow (Picchi, 2003).

Previous studies have addressed the application of VSM in AEC industry, in processes such as design processes (e.g., Lima et al., 2010), house construction (e.g., Yu et al., 2009), drywall and ceramic application (e.g., Bulhões and Picchi 2011), ceramic masonry (e.g., Pasqualini and Zawislak, 2005) and concrete block (e.g., Al-Sudairi, 2007) masonry. However, there are few studies addressing improvements in the processes.
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related to the execution of structural masonry through the use of VSM, as the focus is
given to VSM measurement parameters (e.g. Ortiz et al., 2012a; Ortiz et al., 2012b).

This paper aims to propose improvements in the structural masonry execution
process using VSM to identify wastes and elaborate a future state. This paper's main
contribution is the reduction of wastes in the process flow, establishing an ideal situation
in a setting where the budget and schedule are not flexible, provoking reflection of
scholars and interested in Lean Construction for the application in others projects.

The scope of this paper is restricted to the structural masonry process in one of the
seven towers of a residential project, considering the execution of a complete pavement
as the batch, from the request of concrete blocks until the completion of the walls
elevation. It is restricted to the proposition of a future state and does not include
implementation plan. The process mapping considered the concrete blocks as the only
material to be analysed.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Lean Thinking

Womack and Jones define Lean Thinking as a way of combating waste, making more
with less effort, equipment, time and space, offering exactly what is desired by customers
(1996). Its principles are the specification of value (offering greater added value for the
customer), value chain identification (identifying and eliminating waste throughout the
activities), flow (production without interruptions), pulled production (production
according to demand) and perfection (continuous improvement through rapid detection
and solution of problems in their root).

2.2 Value Stream Mapping

Value Stream Mapping is a tool that enables the visualization and understanding the
material and information flow as the goes through its value flow. In order to obtain the
continuous or pulled flow, a proposition of an ideal production chain can be made,
getting as close as possible to produce only what customers need and when they need it
(Rother and Shook, 2003). The focus is on eliminating wastes and, therefore, increasing
the amount of time that effectively adds value to the process.

3 RESEARCH METHOD

An exploratory case study was chosen as the research strategy, an empirical
investigation that analyse a phenomenon within its contemporary context, in which the
researcher has little or no control over the events (Yin, 1994). It was necessary to explore
the problems related to the unit of analysis: The execution of structural masonry on a
floor, from the arrival of concrete blocks on site to the end of the last block row.

The structural masonry execution process was chosen because it is the most relevant
activity in the budget and schedule of the project and, therefore, proposed improvements
would generate a significant impact.

The study was carried out in one of the seven 14-storey towers of the project, with
eight apartments per pavement. The selected tower was chosen as representative, since it
started the services of structural masonry in the sixth floor by the time of data collection.
The cycle times collected are an average of the execution’s productivity in each tower
floor, including the one, which the authors observed the execution.
The collected data included the triangulation from three sources: administrative documents (productivity, people and material request spreadsheets), 30 minutes unstructured interviews (with two interns, a crane operator, a construction technician, a foreman and a site engineer) and direct observation (measurements of cycle times and wastes). The period of data collection on site was comprised between November 7th and 14th of 2016. The historical data of the worksheets were tracked from the beginning of September until November 15th, 2016. The analysis focused on the identification of wastes and problems in the process, in order to propose improvements.

Construct validity was addressed by comparing the data collected with principles reported in Lean Construction's literature and data triangulation through multiple sources of evidence. With regards to the external validity, an analytic generalization is considered, in which the case study generates theoretical propositions that would be applicable to other contexts.

Rother and Shook proposed five steps to implement Lean Thinking through VSM: Select a family of products, map the current state, analyse the current state, map the future state and elaborate the work and implementation plan (2003). In this study, the authors selected a stage of the productive process of construction instead of selecting a family of products to initiate VSM as suggested by Pasqualini and Zawislak (2005). The selected stage was the execution of structural masonry.

4 CURRENT STATE MAPPING AND ANALYSIS

The current state mapping was elaborated with the purpose of applying the principle of the value chain identification, presenting a panoramic view of the stages, from the request of blocks to the last masonry row completion. Information about Cycle Time (CT), inventories, employees involved, problems affecting production and quality problems was collected during all process' stages. A working day containing 8.8 hours was adopted.

The process starts from the blocks request made by the project team, as shown in Figure 1. The construction technician checks the stock of blocks on site every Friday, compares it with the amount needed for the next week according to the bricklayers' productivity and makes the order, adding a safety margin of material sufficient for a week of work (1.5 to 2 pavement inventory per tower, depending on the block typology). The construction technician highlighted that the project team has already faced problems related to block's supplier reliability, such as: delay in block deliveries and dimensional variability not complied with Brazilian standards. As a result, the construction company replaced the blocks' supplier three times. Therefore, the technical team fears to be damaged again, mainly by the lack of material delivery.

One hundred and eighteen pallets of different block typologies are required for the execution of a complete pavement masonry, of which 22, 62 and 34 are, respectively, for the execution of the first, second to ninth and tenth to thirteenth row. Eight munck trucks deliver these pallets with a capacity of 16 pallets each, which supply the work throughout the week. The amount of trucks per day is variable as it depends on the availability of the supplier.
After the arrival of trucks in the construction site, the unloading is carried out with the supervision of the stockroom assistant who indicates the place where the materials should be placed. It was observed that the blocks are unloaded where there is access to the trucks and space on site, i.e., there is no standardization or control of where the stock will be. In one hour, the supplier company’s workers unload the 16 pallets. Twenty-two pallets are required for the first row of the masonry. For this reason, in the current state mapping the unload time for 22 pallets (1.4 hours) was considered as the initial process. Additional unloading happens simultaneously to the execution of the masonry.

After the block inventory is positioned on site, the vertical transport stage is started with the help of two cranes, which attend the simultaneous construction of seven towers. At this stage, both the production team and the researchers verified a production bottleneck. There was a delay in the blocks supply due to the way information flows to the crane operator, through verbal communication in real time. As a result, there was a decrease in productivity and even a total stoppage of some block laying team, reaching up to a 6-hour wait.

The signalman (the eyes of the crane operator) chooses the pallet that is more accessible to carry out after being informed of the need for material. Therefore, the first blocks that arrive on site are not always the first ones to be transported to the pavement. Therefore, the blocks inventory time on site can vary from one to 10 days, i.e., from 8.8 to 88 hours of work. The crane takes, on average, 8 minutes moving a pallet of blocks to a pavement. This moving time varies according to the positioning of the blocks (unloaded without much criterion) in relation to the crane and the tower.
The blocks required for the execution of the first masonry row are placed on the pavement, on average, 1 to 2 days before its use (waiting stock of 8.8 to 17.6 hours of work); because block layers fear that, the crane will not attend their real-time supply needs. Next, the step of wall squaring and first row execution is realized in the whole pavement (external and internal masonry). Through direct observation it was even found that there was not enough blocks on the pavement for this first stage, which is why the workers slowed down until the crane could continue with the supply.

During the execution of the first row, when the time is available, the crane transports blocks for the second to the ninth row to the pavement, exceeding the working hours.

The intern checks the walls’ first row as the workers complete the rooms’ walls of the apartments, i.e., this service is simultaneous to the elevation of the first row. The other rows’ elevation is executed simultaneously to the supply of blocks by the crane. The blocks’ supply is realized when time is available, as that two cranes are responsible for the supply of several materials for the seven towers.

It was observed that the masonry execution sequence in the pavement is variable, i.e., in some pavements, the masonry of the four apartments on one side is executed first, and then the elevation of the others is done. In other floors, the masonry of all apartments is executed simultaneously. There is, in this case, an opportunity for improvement related to the standardization of work.

From the collected data, it can be observed that lead-time (time from the start to the end of the process) is 162.7 hours, 109.9 hours (67.55%) of Non-Value Adding Time (NVA) and 52.8 hours (32.45 %) of Value Adding Time (VAT). The slab formwork assembling follows the masonry elevation completion.

5 Future State Mapping

During the data collection and analysis process, it became evident that the unloading of blocks and their transportation through the crane was generating a lot of waste of time and space. It was also contributing to the instability and uncertainty of the production. The project team also reported that this was the main source of problems on site.

With regards to the storage of blocks, the inventory waste reported by Ohno (1988) was identified, as the weekly order is made by adding a safety margin of material for a week of work. As a consequence, there is a material idleness for a period of up to 10 days, quality problems omission and delays related to the difficulty of transportation by the crane. The possibility of applying the principle of pull production was observed, reducing this safety margin to the equivalent of three working days as an initial attempt. For now, there is still insufficient trust in the supplier to order for only what is needed.

In this context, the use of a supermarket system was proposed (Figure 2). This type of solution is recommended for processes where it is not possible to produce directly in a continuous flow, that is, the delivery of one piece at a time is not realistic (Rother and Shook, 2003). The quantity of pallets to be ordered is communicated to the project team as the production pulls its consumption. This supermarket system eliminates the need for the construction technician to check personally all available inventories so that he can estimate the order to be made for the week, which eliminates the unnecessary movement waste.
With regards to the transportation stage, it is known that this is a necessary activity, but does not add value, as it is also one of the wastes reported by Ohno (1988). To reduce this waste, one of the recommendations is the reorganization of the site's layout (Rich and Hines, 1997). Therefore, the principle of perfection can be applied through an improvement in the construction site's layout, with the purpose of organizing the supermarket inventory by block typologies, sequence of delivery and proximity to the tower. This can reduce the cycle time of unloading, add value for the crane operator and his team and establish a flow, providing better transport conditions (a reduction of the crane TC is estimated for 5 minutes) and avoiding waiting of blocks on the pavement.

In the future state the crane could no longer operate through verbal communication in real time, but through a kanban system, previously placed in a heijunka box, a board that stores these cards which could be fixed to the base of the crane. The kanban system can be used by the production team to request the quantity, type, destination and delivery time of the pallets. In order to no longer have to make decisions about the urgency or priority of transport, the crane's signalman would now meet the demand that is previously defined in the heijunka box (creating a pull production).

The masonry execution in the pavement starts from the request of production (kanban) delivered by the project team as work orders. This kanbans would contain
information about the pavement to be executed, due time, workers team and worker’s payment.

Based on the principle of perfection (continuous improvement), production levelling and work standardization are proposed through block layers’ training and use of poka-yoke tools.

By contacting the blocks supplier, it is proposed that previously cutted blocks are sent to the construction site in pallets. These blocks are used in several points of the walls for the fixation of the reinforcement and later the grouting. As a result, improved productivity can be achieved by reducing unnecessary movement wastes on the pavement, waiting time for cutting and reducing the production team by eliminating the cutter (a worker that only cuts blocks). An improvement of about 10% in the cycle time of the productive stages is estimated.

Through the proposed improvements, it is estimated that lead time will be reduced in 45.5%, from 162.7 to 74.0 hours, 45.0 hours (60.55%) of Non-Value Adding Time (NVA) and 29.2 hours (39.45%) of Value Adding Time (VAT). The main contribution in the reduction of time is the reduction of stock’s idle time on site. With the mitigation of identified wastes, the masonry process presented a Value Adding Time that is expressively superior to the current state one, leading from 32.45% to 60.55%.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using VSM in the structural masonry process, this paper contributes to the literature on several fronts. First, it establish a future state that provides better conditions for the company. Second, it awakens the reflection of academics and practitioners for application in other contexts within the structural masonry construction system. Third, the use of VSM provided a systemic view of the concrete block supply chain, facilitating the identification of wastes and their origin, from the request of material to the execution of the last masonry row. Wastes related to excess inventory, material transportation, information flow, unnecessary movements, variability in team productivity and in the way of performing the pavement were identified.

The main proposed improvements are as follows: the reduction of block inventory, reorganization of the layout concerning the storage of blocks, the use of a kanban system to improve the crane information flow, supply of cutted blocks, work standardization and production levelling.

Concerning improvements implementation, an important issue is the awareness of the team. After that, future state map implementation could start with its division into pull loop and additional loops, as recommended by Rother and Shook (2003). The pull loop should be the first one to be improved, as its activities impact the previous loops. Masonry execution pulls the transport and request of blocks in the analysed process. Therefore, work standardization in the block laying process can be the first implementation effort. Then, production levelling should be easier. Thereafter, the times when blocks are needed are clearer, block inventory is possible to be reduced, layout can be reorganized and heijunka box can be implemented.

One limitation of this study is that the authors did not include the upstream supply chain stages in the analysis. Future studies should address the following: an analysis of the relationship between the construction company and the block supplier; block supplier internal processes and the cutted blocks supply. A more effective reduction of inventories requires commitment and a trust relationship with the supplier, leading to
the elimination of wastes. Moreover, future studies may include an implementation plan and feasibility tests for the proposed improvements.
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